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Patient Liverpool closing in quietly on historic double 
Full Text : 
COPYRIGHT 1990 The Times  
Byline: Stuart Jones, Football Correspondent  
Liverpool 3 Southampton 0  
Nobody at Anfield is talking about the prospect, naturally enough, but Liverpool 
are edging towards another historic feat. A dozen League fixtures away from 
regaining the championship, they are three FA Cup ties away from retaining the 
trophy and becoming the first club to achieve the double twice.  
If they close the season as they finished the fifth-round game on Saturday, their 
name will again be inscribed on both titles. Chris Nicholl, the Southampton 
manager, was not outrageously extravagant in describing them as exceptional 
once they had scored their second goal. ``Their play was terrific,'' he said.  
By then the sun was shining on Liverpool, they knew they were through to the last 
eight and indulged in all manner of party tricks. Their exhibition of telepathic 
understanding and precise passing prompted Case and Lee to hail their former 
colleagues as ``the best in the world at that.''  
Although Liverpool did eventually earn the lavish plaudits, it was a match not so 
much of two halves but of two thirds and a third. For an hour they were heavily 
restricted by their own inability to evade the offside trap, and by the efficiency of 
Southampton's defence.  
The visitors' attack was diminished as soon as Le Tissier, their leading scorer, was 
ruled out with a sprained ankle in the morning. They were, nevertheless, the first 
to create an opening when Venison allowed Rodney Wallace a free, if awkward, 
volley. He miscued his side's last genuine chance of becoming only the second 
team to claim an FA Cup victory at Anfield in 21 years.  
``The first goal is especially important here,'' Nicholl said. ``If they get it, you know 
you are in trouble.'' Before the interval Liverpool had and Southampton were.  
For 40 minutes, though, Moore and Osman shackled Beardsley and Rush, and Ray 
Wallace, the replacement for Le Tissier, assisted Horne in imprisoning Barnes. 
Liverpool were ushered sideways, and occasionally, backwards, until through 
several pieces of quick thinking at a short corner, they caught their opponents for 
once unawares.  
Rush's goal, his thirtieth in the competition, loosened Southampton's hold. They 
would doubtless have conceded a second had Moore not deliberately handled 
Whelan's through-ball, an offence for which he curiously escaped punishment, 
and they did so when bemused by the twinkling feet of Beardsley.  
``We kept it tight at the back, and we showed a lot of patience,'' Kenny Dalglish 
said. Having worked for an hour, they had earned the right to play. They were 
inspired despite the loss of Barnes, who pulled a muscle in his groin and limped 
off.  
He has time in which to recover, since there is conveniently a 10-day break in 
their programme, but his substitute is adequate enough anyway. Houghton, who 
had been out for six weeks, celebrated his return by inviting Nicol to claim the 
third with an impudent lob.  
``We made them misplace the odd pass,'' Nicholl said. ``But they kept grinding 
away. They showed our youngsters what to do, and some of our older ones as 
well.'' The lesson is not yet over. At the end of March, Southampton are 
scheduled to return to Anfield.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Hysen, B Venison, S Nicol, R Whelan, A Hansen, P 
Beardsley, D Burrows, I Rush, J Barnes (sub: R Houghton), S McMahon.  
SOUTHAMPTON: T Flowers; B Horne, F Benali, J Case, K Moore, R Osman, Ray 
Wallace (sub: S Lee), G Cockerill, P Rideout, A Shearer (sub: N Maddison), Rodney 
Wallace.  
Referee: N Midgley.  
 
 

 
Injury to Barnes is another strain for Robson 
LIVERPOOL won comfortably, the commentators said. Pretty uncomfortably, 
though, for John Barnes, who got a smack in the eye early on and in the second 
half limped off clutching his groin.  
The news will have put another furrow in the brow of the England manager, 
Bobby Robson, but Liverpool's Kenny Dalglish did not seem too concerned.  
He was clutching a cut-glass trophy for some deed unannounced, and was in 
benign mood at being a step closer to retaining a more important one. Broadly 
translated from the Glaswegian, his assessment of the match was: 'The boys done 
well.'  
A generous Chris Nicholl, the Southampton manager, would not use the absence 
of his on-form winger Matthew Le Tissier as an excuse and credited Liverpool with 
being exceptional. He realised his hunt for a trophy was up as soon as 
Southampton conceded a goal, Ian Rush scoring Liverpool's first five minutes 
before half-time, turning amid a ruck of players to tuck away Whelan's pass after 
a quickly taken short corner.  
It was Nicol who did much of the damage, playing wide on the right, and drawing, 
then speeding past, a much shuffled Southampton defence, which had Horne at 
right-back and Ray Wallace moved up to midfield. When Houghton, who has been 
out injured for 10 games, replaced Barnes, Nicol switched to the left and finished 
off an oustanding performance with a matching goal, a carefully considered and 
precisely executed chip from Houghton's pass.  
In between times Peter Beardsley beat Benali at left-back to chip Liverpool's 
second past Flowers, whose bravery and alacrity twice stopped shots that might 
have given Rush a hat-trick.  
'When they get the first goal here you know you have got trouble,' said Nicholl. 
'When they got the second they started to play. And they just keep grinding away. 
There are some lessons here for our young professionals, and some of our older 
ones too.'  
The oldest, the 35-year-old Jimmy Case, Liverpool-born and Anfield-bred, said of 
Liverpool's play: 'Nothing has changed in 10 years, only the faces.' Another 
familiar figure from the Anfield past, Sammy Lee, returned from Osasuna, went 
on with Madison to replace Shearer and Ray Wallace. But with only a quarter of 
an hour left Lee could do little except chase the game and go to a standing 
ovation from the Kop.  
SCORERS: Liverpool: Rush (39min), Beardsley (64), Nicol (77).  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Hysen, Venison, Nicol, Whelan, Hansen, Beardsley, 
Burrows, Rush, Barnes (Houghton, 66), McMahon.  
Southampton: Flowers; Horne, Benali, Case, Moore, Osman, Ray Wallace 
(Madison, 73), Cockerill, Rideout, Shearer (Lee, 73), Rodney Wallace.  
Referee: N Midgley (Bolton). 
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Revenge for rampant Liverpool 
LIVERPOOL may have occasionally faltered this season, but you cannot afford to 
come to Anfield for a major match at anything less than full strength. 
Southampton were below it, and thus never really had much chance of repeating 
their feat against Liverpool earlier in the season.  
True, Liverpool, after an effervescent start, did seem to lose their way for a short 
period of the first half. But then they stepped up the pace; Rush spun to score a 
splendidly taken goal, and further goals came from Beardsley and Nicol in the 
second half. Rush himself should have added a fourth.  
Liverpool certainly had a point to prove. Down at The Dell earlier in the League, 
Southampton overwhelmed and thrashed them. Boldly using a four-man attack, 
the youth, speed and penetration shown by the Saints was too much for 
Liverpool.  
Yesterday, alas, they were without one of the particular heroes of that afternoon, 
Le Tissier, the dazzling right-winger, ruled out by an injured hamstring. Not only 
did this deprive them of one of the most exciting young players in England; it 
obliged them radically to shuffle their team.  
Somewhat surprisingly, but perhaps very cautiously, they decided to use Horne, 
such an intelligent and influential midfield player, at right-back, making Ray 
Wallace, twin of the ebullient Rod, the right midfielder. Ray is better known, of 
course, as a right back.  
Fresh from their largely disappointing exhibition at Norwich, Liverpool soon 
showed they meant business.  
In the opening 10 minutes, a ferocious shot by McMahon and a header by Barnes 
each went flying not far wide of the goal.  
It quickly began to look as though Southampton's best chance of success, sending 
fast players down the middle against the uncertain, veteran pair of Hansen and 
Hysen, had been undermined by the loss of Le Tissier.  
Southampton, however, showed not the ghost of an inferiority complex against 
Liverpool; and indeed, why should they, with such a famous victory behind them?  
With Case, once a Liverpool man himself, contributing the occasional, diabolic lob, 
such as those which had previously unsettled Spurs in an earlier round, there was 
always potential menace. One of those lobs almost allowed Rod Wallace to strike. 
Case himself gave Rideout the chance of a left-footed shot which was sailing over 
Grobbelaar's head, when the goalkeeper reached it at full extension.  
But Liverpool's skilled, often one-touch, possession football was hard to deny and 
they came strongly back into the game. Flowers, in the Southampton goal, had to 
keep out with his feet a shot by the busily effective Whelan, receiving from Rush. 
Three minutes later, Whelan returned the compliment with a gem of a short pass 
in the box, and Rush sent it home.  
A second goal, superbly taken by Beardsley, 17 minutes into the second half, 
established Liverpool unassailably in the driver's seat. Served neatly by McMahon, 
Beardsley superbly evaded his man in his best, eel-like way, and beat Flowers with 
his angled shot.  
Southampton did try to strike back. When a free kick was rolled to him, Ray 
Wallace struck it with great power, and it was all Grobbelaar could do to keep the 
ball out.  
Southampton kept trying and running, but it was almost a gesture of despair 
when they soon afterwards made a couple of substitutions, Ray Wallace going off 
with Shearer, who had run riot in that game at The Dell.  
On came the largely untried Maddison, and the greatly experienced Sammy Lee, 
for so many years a favourite of the Liverpool Kop. More recently, he has been 
playing in Spain with Osasuna, but a cruel series of injuries and operations put an 
end to his career there.  
A quarter of an hour from the end, Liverpool scored again. Their pressure was 
such that another goal seemed more or less inevitable.  
It was scored with great delicacy by Nicol, when the ball broke to him out of 
defence. His lob over the head of Flowers was perfectly calculated.  
In the meanwhile, Liverpool themselves had lost Barnes, limping off the field with 
what appeared to be groin trouble. This gave them the opportunity to bring on 
another dangerous and distinguished flank player in the shape of Houghton, 
whom injury had put out of the side for a number of weeks.  
Well though Nicol always plays up and down the right flank, one still has a feeling 
that the team is given better balance and greater attacking power when 
Houghton is on the right. But then Nicol, as we know, can play effectively almost 
anywhere.  
Ten minutes from the end, Liverpool should really have had yet another goal. 
Beardsley, with an ingenious pass, sent Rush through with Flowers alone to beat.  
But Flowers is a resilient fellow. He threw himself at Rush's feet and kept the ball 
out. A good, brave save, even if by now it was largely academic.  
LIVERPOOL 3(4-4-2): Grobbelaar; Venison, Hysen, Hansen, Burrows; Nicol, 
McMahon, Whelan, Barnes (sub: Houghton 65min); Rush, Beardsley.  
SOUTHAMPTON 0(4-4-2): Flowers; Horne, Moore, Osman, Benali; R Wallace (sub: 
Lee 70min), Case, Cockerill, R Wallace; Rideout, Shearer (sub: Maddison 70min).  
Goals: Rush (40min) 1-0; Beardsley (62min); Nicol (75min) 3-0.  
Weather: heavy rain. Ground: heavy.  
Referee: N Midgley (Bolton).  

 

 

 
 


